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Abstract

On the last issue of “Bollettino delle Stelle Doppie” (n. 
21, pag. 22)  I wrote about STF 1396 AC who got a 
single measure by Schiaparelli in the last century, and a 
WDS note indicating a suspected error. In this article I’ll 
try to study the system in deeper detail.

STF 1396 AC isn’t a double simple to measure: how can 
be seen in figure 1, the C star is completely hidden in the light 
of the primary resulting very difficult to identify it.

In the screenshot, built using the Aladin software (1), are 
displayed different images from some sky surveys. The arrows 
indicates where come components should be, B in the lower 
end, C in the upper corner. A is in the center.

Fig 1. Aladin image
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At this point it is useful to remember the WDS notes:

I was able to recover the original Schiaparelli’s 
annotation. Let’s read them in figure 2.

In the note, written in italian, we can read these words:

C = poco si vede (barely visible)

δ = AB   pres’a poco  (pressappoco = about, more or less)

and he reported the position angle measure only. It is now clear 

that Schiaparelli didn’t measured the separation but he 

estimated it, limiting his study to indicate the same distance 

from AB, more or less (pres’a poco). Are these the years were 

the famous italian astronomer suffer of sight problems and the 

difficulty of percieving component C should have convinced 

him to abandon the measure. 
Laster, in Milan, in Brera publication volume #46 of 

1909 (figure 3) are written in besselian epoch 1895.275 these 

data:

AB  PA = 131.90  Sep. = 3.778

AC  PA = 275.55  Sep. = 3.778

These are the same measures in the WDS, showed in 

figure 3 and searcheable online at the URL:
http://stelledoppie.goaction.it/index2.php?menu=22&iddoppia=45420

Fig 2. Schiaparelli’s original annotations taken at the eyepiece

Fig 3. WDS data of STF 1396 AC (from Stelle Doppie website)

discov_num notes refcode

STF1396 AC. Schiaparelli's value 
for rho is apparently a 
typographical error, as 
it is identical (3".778) to 
his AB measure. His C 
component may be a 
13th magnitude star 
located 90 deg, 58" 
from AB, although the 
magnitude difference 
would appear to make 
the necessary quadrant 
flip unlikely.

Sp_1909
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Now, if we look deeper in the SDSS image of this area 

and we superimpose  recent data from the GAIA mission , we 

obtain something close to figure 4.

Things are becoming more complicated. We can notice 

that what is supposed to be the C component moved from 

north-east to south-west and component B is now slightly off. 

In the figure, table on the bottom reflects GAIA sequence 

A,B,C + WDS.

Using RhoTethaRAA (2) software developed by amateur 

astronomer Alejandro Garro, I calculated separations and 

position angles and I was able to compare the Aladin 

measurement using the “dist” tool, coupled with WDS data 

taken by Stelle Doppie (3) web site (table 1).

Coppia WDS Calcolato Misurato

AB ρ 3,95 3,95 3,93

θ 129,5 130,2 130,1

AC ρ 3,78 1,546 1,535

θ 275,6 162,3 162,2

Fig 4. Aladin loaded with GAIA data

Table 1. Separation and position angle
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The AB coupe was measured quite recently (2009) with 

a good number of measures (26): separation and position angle 

measured by me and calculated using GAIA data are in good 

accordance with the latest published measures.

What is surprinsing are magnitudes:

       Gaia WDS

A = 8,868 8,79

B = 10,397 10,42

C = 8,925 11,10

There’s a markable difference in C even if considering 

the WDS is using V band and GAIA some other bands like BJ: 
a difference not easly explicable with data at my disposal. It 

could be a catalog error and actually C being visually faint, or 

B could be the fainter in the system and Schiaparelli make a 

mistake confusing B with C. 

In conclusion, in my opinion the WDS notes should be 

changed reporting that C separation was not measured but 

extimated only by Schiaparelli. Again, C is not an error at all 

and it is not lost, but simply a star very difficult to see that 

changed his position over time. Thank to GAIA sensors we 

were able to detect it once again.

A visual observation is require to finally solve this 

enigma, and amateur astronomer’s measures with telescopes 

able to resolve the double coupled with high dynamic range 
sensors.
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